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zum Thema “A Room Full of Information”

Abstract
Handling massive amounts of data is becoming increasingly important in our information society. This talk will describe two ongoing projects at Graz University of Technology addressing this issue, Deskothek and Caleydo. Deskothek aims at extending personal workspaces to enhance team work. It provides a flexible multi-display environment for office spaces and meeting rooms. Unused surfaces, such as empty wall space and table surfaces, can be turned into interactive, digital displays to be used for co-located teamwork. Caleydo is an information visualization framework aimed specifically at supporting life science experts in their analysis of gene expression data in the context of pathways and functions of individual genes. Pathways and gene expression visualizations are placed in a 3D scene where selected entities (i.e., genes) are visually connected. This visual representation scales from single-user operation on a conventional desktop computer to collaborative operation in the Deskothek multi-display environment.
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